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Abstract

We present a novel video saliency detection method to
support human activity recognition and weakly supervised
training of activity detection algorithms. Recent research
has emphasized the need for analyzing salient information
in videos to minimize dataset bias or to supervise weakly la-
beled training of activity detectors. In contrast to previous
methods we do not rely on training information given by ei-
ther eye-gaze or annotation data, but propose a fully unsu-
pervised algorithm to find salient regions within videos. In
general, we enforce the Gestalt principle of figure-ground
segregation for both appearance and motion cues. We in-
troduce an encoding approach that allows for efficient com-
putation of saliency by approximating joint feature distri-
butions. We evaluate our approach on several datasets,
including challenging scenarios with cluttered background
and camera motion, as well as salient object detection in
images. Overall, we demonstrate favorable performance
compared to state-of-the-art methods in estimating both
ground-truth eye-gaze and activity annotations.

1. Introduction
Estimating saliency maps or predicting human gaze in

images or videos recently attracted much research inter-
est. By selecting interesting information based on saliency
maps, irrelevant image or video regions can be filtered.
Thus, saliency estimation is a valuable preprocessing step
for a large domain of applications, including activity recog-
nition, object detection and recognition, image compres-
sion, and video summarization. Salient regions contain per
definition important information which in general is con-
trasted with its arbitrary surrounding. For example, search-
ing the web for the tag ”horse riding” returns images and
videos which all share the same specific appearance (some-
one on a horse) and motion (riding), within whatever con-
text or background. Therefore, the region containing the
horse is the eponymous region, and in general the horse
should be at least part of the most salient region.

As a consequence of evolution, the human visual sys-

tem has evolved towards an eclectic system, capable to rec-
ognize and analyze complex scenes in a fraction of a sec-
ond. Therefore, much effort in computer vision research has
been put on predicting human eye-gaze. Capturing fixation
points and saccadic movements via eye-tracking [19, 21] al-
lows us to create training data and analyze spatial and tem-
poral attention shifts. It is well known that humans are at-
tracted by motion [12] or other human subjects, respectively
their faces [13] if the resolution is high enough. Further-
more, human saliency maps are sparse and change if con-
tent is analyzed per image or embedded within a video [28].
Besides the drawback that a sufficient number of individuals
have to observe the same image or video to obtain expres-
sive saliency maps, above mentioned human preferences
may even be misleading for general salient object detection
tasks.

These considerations lead us to the goal of this work:
finding eponymous and therefore salient video or image re-
gions. In contrast to estimating human gaze, these salient
regions are not required to overlap with human fixation
points but must identify the eponymous regions. Within
our saliency estimation method we enforce the Gestalt prin-
ciple of figure-ground segregation, i.e. visually surrounded
regions are more likely to be perceived as distinct objects.
In contrast to previous approaches which globally enforce
objects to be segregated from the image border, e.g. [32],
we require no such assumption but find visually segregated
regions by a local search over several scales.

Our contributions are as follows. We propose an encod-
ing method to approximate the joint distribution of feature
channels (color or motion) based on analyzing the image
or video content, respectively. This efficient representa-
tion allows us to scan images on several scales, estimat-
ing foreground distributions locally instead of relying on
global statistics only. Finally, we propose a saliency qual-
ity measurement that allows for dynamically weighting and
combining the results of different maps, e.g. appearance and
motion. We evaluate the proposed encoding based saliency
estimation (EBS) on challenging activity videos and salient
object detection tasks, benchmarking against a variety of
state-of-the-art video and image saliency methods.



Figure 1: Overview of the proposed approach (from left to right): Input data for appearance and motion. Individual data
dependent encoding for each feature cue as described in Section 3.2. Estimation of local saliency on several scales by fore-
ground and surrounding patches is formulated in Section 3.3. L∞ normalized saliency maps Φi and weighted combination
according to reliability of individual saliency maps as discussed in Section 3.5.

2. Related Work

Bottom-up vision based saliency has started with fixation
prediction [10] and training models to estimate the eye fixa-
tion behavior of humans, either based on local patch or pixel
information which is still of interest today [28]. In con-
trast to using fixation maps as ground-truth, [16] proposed a
large dataset with bounding-box annotations of salient ob-
jects. By labeling 1000 images of this dataset, [1] refined
the salient object detection task, see [3] for a review. Group-
ing image saliency approaches, we see methods working on
local contrast [9, 16] or global statistics [1, 5, 14]. Recently,
segmentation based approaches [29, 30, 32] have emerged
which often impose an object-center prior, i.e. the object
must be segregated from image borders, mainly motivated
by datasets such as [1].

In contrast to salient object detection, video saliency or
finding salient objects in videos is a rather unexplored field.
Global motion saliency methods are based on analyzing
spectral statistics of frequencies [8], the Fourier spectrum
within a video [6] or color and motion statistics [31]. Lo-
cal contrast between feature distributions is measured by
[21], where independence between feature channels is as-
sumed for simplifying the computations. [33] over-segment
the input video into color-coherent regions, and use several
low level features to compute the feature contrast between
regions. They show interesting results by sub-sampling
salient parts from high-frame-rate videos and simple activ-
ity sequences. As a drawback they impose several priors
in their feature computation, such as foreground estima-

tion or center prior, which do not hold in more challenging
videos with moving cameras, cluttered backgrounds, and
low image quality. Recently, [27] motivated video saliency
for foreground estimation to support cross dataset activity
recognition and decrease the influence of background infor-
mation. They adopted the image saliency method by [9]
and aggregated color and motion gradients, followed by 3D
MRF smoothing.

Human eye-gaze or annotations as ground truth informa-
tion for training video saliency methods are another alter-
native. Eye-gaze tracking data, captured by [18] for activ-
ity recognition data sets, emphasized differences between
spatio-temporal key-point detections and human fixations.
Later, [25] utilized such human gaze data for weakly su-
pervised training of an object detector and saliency predic-
tor. [23] learned the transition between saliency maps of
consecutive frames by detecting candidate regions created
from analyzing motion magnitude, image saliency by [9],
and high level cues like face detectors.

Summarizing the bottom-up video saliency methods we
see adaptions from visual saliency methods, that incorpo-
rate motion information by rather simple means like mag-
nitude or gradient values. In contrast, we model the joint
distribution of motion or appearance features which yields
favorable performance. Moreover, our approach requires
neither training data nor human eye-gaze ground-truth as
opposed to pre-trained methods, such as [23, 25].



Figure 2: Encoding image content (from left to right): Input image. Occupancy distribution of bins within color cube.
Occupied bins O, initial and final encoding vectors E. Encoded image by assigning closest encoding vector per pixel.

3. Encoding Based Saliency
3.1. A Bayesian Saliency Formulation

Following the Gestalt principle for figure-ground seg-
regation, we are searching for surrounded regions as they
are more likely to be perceived as salient areas [20]. In
other words, we analyze the contrast between the distribu-
tion of an image region (e.g. rectangle) with its surround-
ing border. Similar to [17, 21], we first define a Bayesian
salience measurement. To distinguish salient foreground
pixels x ∈ F from surrounding background pixels, we em-
ploy a histogram based Bayes classifier on the input im-
age I . Therefore, let HΩ(b) denote the b-th bin of the non-
normalized histogram H computed over the region Ω ∈ I .
Furthermore, let bx denote the bin b assigned to the color
components of I(x). Given a rectangular object region F
and its surrounding region S (see Figure 1), we apply Bayes
rule to obtain the foreground likelihood at location x as

P (x∈F|F, S, bx) ≈ P (bx|x∈F )P (x∈F )∑
Ω∈{F,S}

P (bx|x∈Ω)P (x∈Ω)
. (1)

We estimate the likelihood terms by color histograms,
i.e. P (bx|x∈F ) ≈ HF (bx)/|F | and P (bx|x∈S) ≈
HS(bx)/|S|, where |·| denotes the cardinality. Additionally,
the prior probability can be approximated as P (x∈F ) ≈
|F |/(|F |+ |S|). Then, Eq. (1) simplifies to

P (x∈F|F, S, bx)=

{
HF (bx)

HF (bx)+HS(bx) if I(x)∈I(F∪S)

0.5 otherwise, (2)

where unseen pixel values are assigned the maximum en-
tropy prior of 0.5. This discriminative model already al-
lows us to distinguish foreground and background pixels lo-
cally. However, modeling the joint distribution of color val-
ues, represented by 10 bins per channel, within a histogram
based representation as described above, would lead to 103-
dimensional features to describe solely color information.
Assuming independence between channels as in [21] would
simplify the problem to 3 × 10 dimensions and would al-
low using efficient structures (e.g. integral histograms), but

information is lost. Therefore, we propose an efficient ap-
proximation by lower-dimensional joint distributions using
encoding vectors.

3.2. Estimating Joint Distributions via Encoding

Analyzing the content of single images or video frames
yields in general an exponential distribution of occupied
bins as shown in Figure 2. The majority of image content
is represented by a small number of occupied bins within
a 10 × 10 × 10 color cube representing the joint distribu-
tion, namely 33 bins cover 95% of the data samples in this
example, while overall only 150 of 1000 possible bins are
occupied (blue dots). Taking only the bins covering 95%
(red dots) has two major weaknesses. First, their spatial
distribution is not efficiently covering the occupied volume
within the color cube, leading to approximation artifacts.
Second, the threshold for 95% may increase the number of
taken bins to more than 80 as stated in [5], limiting the ap-
plicability for efficient sliding window computations.

Instead, we propose to represent the image content by a
fixed number of encoding vectors. Let O ∈ Ro×d represent
all occupied bins and E ∈ RNe×d the set of Ne encoding
vectors where Ne ≤ |O|. We initialize E with the Ne
most occupied bins (i.e. red dots in Figure 2) and perform
kmeans clustering to optimize for the spatial distribution of
encoding vectors as

arg min
E

Ne∑
i=1

∑
o∈E(i)

‖o− ei‖2 , (3)

where E(i) denotes the set of bins o clustered to the en-
coding vector ei. The number of encoding vectors is set
to the number of occupied bins covering 95% image pix-
els if this number is smaller than a maximum Ne. The
final encoding vectors E, visualized with green dots, and
the resulting encoded image with Ne = 30 are also shown
in Figure 2. Homogenous regions are encoded by a small
number of codes, while detailed structures are preserved.
Please note that the final encoding vectors are not required
to correspond to bins in the color cube. To further relax



the hard binning decisions of color histograms, we perform
a weighted encoding over the nearest encoding vectors of
each element in O. When creating the integral histogram
structure H (for simplicity we use the same notation as for
histograms in Section 3.1), the entry for the k-th bin at pixel
position x is computed by

H (x, k) =

1− ‖o(x)−ek‖2∑
j∈N(o(x),E)

‖o(x)−ej‖2
if k ∈ N (o(x),E)

0 otherwise,
(4)

where H ∈ Rh×w×Ne and o(x) defines the occupied bin
I(x) belongs to. The set of j encoding vectors nearest to
o(x) is given by N (o(x),E). Compared to other saliency
approaches based on segmenting or clustering images, our
overall process is very efficient as number and dimensional-
ity of vectors in O is relatively small (in general around 200
occupied bins have to be considered) compared to pixels per
image (above 200k), and converges in a fraction of a sec-
ond. In addition, all operations for mapping I(x) to H(x)
can be efficiently performed using lookup-tables. The re-
sult of such soft-encoded histogram structures is visualized
in Figure 2. Next, we discuss how to enforce the Gestalt
principle of figure-ground segregation on local and global
scales.

3.3. Saliency Map Computation

Once the integral histogram structure of encoding vec-
tors is created as described above, we can efficiently com-
pute the local foreground saliency likelihood Φ(x) for each
pixel by applying Eq. (2) in a sliding window over the im-
age. To this end, the inner region F of size [σi × σi] is
surrounded by the [2σi × 2σi] region S. Then, the follow-
ing processing steps are performed on each scale σi.

First, we iterate over the image with a step size of σi

4
to ensure that the foreground likelihood for each pixel is
estimated against different local neighboring constellations.
Within each calculation, the foreground likelihood values
of all pixels inside F are set. The final likelihood value
for Φi(x) is obtained as the maximum value over all neigh-
borhood constellations. Second, following our original mo-
tivation by Gestalt theory, the foreground map for scale i
should contain highlighted areas for salient regions of size
σi or smaller. In contrast, a region significantly larger than
σi would have likelihood values Φi(x) ≤ 0.5 for x ∈ F .
Therefore, the figure-ground segregation can be easily con-
trolled after computing the foreground likelihood map by
applying a box filter of size [σi × σi], and setting Φi(x) to
zero if the average foreground likelihood Φ̄i(x) ≤ 0.5. Fi-
nally, local foreground maps Φi(x) are filtered by a Gaus-
sian with kernel width σi

4 . The local foreground maps of
individual scales are linearly combined to one local fore-
ground saliency map ΦL, which is L∞ normalized.

Besides these locally computed foreground maps, global
estimation of salient parts also offers valuable information.
In particular, we observed that videos or images with global
camera motion or homogenous background regions bene-
fit from such global information. To compute the global
foreground likelihood map ΦG, we set S to the image bor-
der (typically 10–20% of the image dimensions) and F is
the non-overlapping center part of the image. The resulting
foreground saliency map ΦG is Gaussian filtered and L∞
normalized.

3.4. Processing Motion Information

Studying related approaches for video saliency we found
that optical flow information is incorporated in general with
less care than appearance information. Measurements like
pure flow magnitude [21, 23], motion gradients [27] or
simple attributes like velocity, acceleration or average mo-
tion [33] are treated independently, respectively without
motion orientation information. However, considering the
pseudo-color optical flow representation in Figure 1, we
can directly observe that magnitude or simple attributes are
prone to fail if large global camera motion is present and
motion gradients create a noisy response. On the other
hand, we observe a very discriminative visual representa-
tion of the scene context, which motivated us to have a
closer look on the creation of such pseudo-color represen-
tations for optical flow. Following [24], the motion com-
ponents for horizontal and vertical directions given in U(x)
and V (x) are mapped to a color wheel representing the tran-
sitions and relations between the psychological primaries
red, yellow, green, and blue. The color wheel, also known
as Munsell color system, arranges colors such that opposite
colors (at opposite ends of the spectrum, e.g. red and blue)
are most distant to each other on the wheel. Similarly, we
want to represent opposite motion directions most distant to
each other.

Therefore, we directly apply our approach represented in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 on the pseudo-color motion representa-
tion. To this end, we compute the magnitudeM(x) and ori-
entation Θ(x) of Û(x) and V̂ (x), which are the optical flow
components normalized by the maximum magnitude of the
corresponding frame. The orientation Θ(x) defines the hue
value in the color wheel, while saturation is controlled by
M(x). Applying precomputed color wheel lookup tables,
we directly generate a three dimensional pseudo-color im-
age taken as input for our motion saliency pipeline. Similar
to the appearance likelihood maps ΦAL and ΦAG this yields
the motion-based local ΦML and global ΦMG likelihood
maps. Although relatively simple, experimental evaluations
show the beneficial behavior of this motion representation
compared to related approaches discussed at the beginning
of this section.



3.5. Adaptive Saliency Combination

Given the above described steps, we generate up to four
foreground maps for local and global estimation of ap-
pearance (i.e. ΦAL and ΦAG) and motion (i.e. ΦML and
ΦMG) saliency. Previous works either directly merged
cues [27] or performed coarse global measurements like
pseudo-invariance [31] without incorporating the spatial
distribution of maps. In contrast, we approximate the un-
certainty within our individual saliency maps, by computing
weighted covariance matrices of each map. This allows us
to cope with inaccuracies of individual maps. A weighted
covariance for saliency map Φj is given as:

Σj=


∑

x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)(x̄−µ̄x)∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)

∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)(x̄−µ̄x)(ȳ−µ̄y)∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)(x̄−µ̄x)(ȳ−µ̄y)∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)

∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)(ȳ−µ̄y)∑
x,y∈I

Φj(x,y)

 ,
(5)

where x̄, ȳ denote normalized image coordinates to avoid
bias for rectangular images and µ̄x, µ̄y are the correspond-
ing mean coordinates. Taking Σu as the baseline covari-
ance of an unweighted uniform distribution, the reliability
or weighting score for map j is computed as

ωj = 1− det(Σj)

det(Σu)
, where

∑
j
ωj = 1. (6)

Then, the final saliency map can be directly obtained by
Φ =

∑
j ωjΦj . In the following, we denote our encoding

based saliency approach EBS for unweighted linear combi-
nation of local saliency maps. In contrast, EBSL uses the
proposed weighted combination of solely local and EBSG
the weighted combination of all available (local & global)
likelihood maps.

4. Experiments
In the following, we perform various experiments for

both video saliency and object saliency tasks. First, we
demonstrate the favorable performance of our approach for
challenging video saliency tasks using the Weizmann [7]
and UCF Sports [22] activity datasets. Second, we com-
pare EBS to related saliency approaches and evaluate the
influence of parameter settings on the widely used ASD [1]
salient object dataset. Further results may be found within
the supplementary material.

As ground-truth annotations are given in different for-
mats (i.e. coarse bounding boxes, detailed binary segmenta-
tion or eye-fixation maps), we apply the following metrics
correspondingly. If ground-truth segmentations are avail-
able, we compute precision/recall values as well as the
area under curve (AUC) by varying thresholds to binarized
saliency map and measure the overlap with the ground-truth
segmentation. For experiments where solely bounding box

annotations are available, we add spanning bounding boxes
to the binarized saliency map before computing the scores
(denoted AUC-box, please see supplementary material for
more details). For given eye-gaze ground-truth data, we
measure the exactness of the saliency maps by computing
the normalized cross correlation (NCC). For all benchmark
comparisons we use code or precomputed results published
by the corresponding authors, except for [27] which we
reimplemented according to the paper (without 3D MRF
smoothing which could be optionally applied to all meth-
ods).

4.1. Saliency for Activity Localization

Recent evaluation of video saliency methods by [33]
on the Weizmann activity dataset [7] has shown the supe-
rior performance of solely color-based methods. For com-
pleteness, we compare against their results within the sup-
plementary material, but based on our findings in this ex-
periment, we further evaluate on a more selective activity
dataset, namely the UCF Sports dataset [22], which is a col-
lection of low-quality television broadcasts, containing 150
videos of various sports. This dataset depicts challenging
scenarios including camera motion, cluttered backgrounds,
and non-rigid object deformations. Furthermore, it pro-
vides ground-truth bounding box annotations for all activi-
ties. In addition, [18] captured eye-gaze data from 16 sub-
jects, which allows to compare saliency results with these
human attention maps given as probability density func-
tions (see Figure 5). This makes the dataset well suited
for benchmarking our EBS with other video saliency meth-
ods. For comparison, we apply all top performing meth-
ods from [33] and additionally include [27]. Furthermore,
we use the objectness detector of [2], as previously applied
for weakly supervised training of activity detectors on UCF
Sports by [26]. We follow their parametrization and take the
top 100 boxes returned by the objectness detector to create a
max-normalized saliency map per frame. For completeness,
we quote NCC scores from [25] for supervised eye-gaze es-
timation trained and evaluated via cross-validation on UCF
Sports. Please note that all saliency methods, others and the
proposed EBS, are fully unsupervised and require no train-
ing. The objectness detector [2] is trained on the PASCAL
object detection benchmark dataset.

For a distinct evaluation we split the videos into two sets,
namely static and dynamic, where the first contains activi-
ties with less severe background clutter or motion like golf-
ing, kicking, lifting, swinging, and walking. The second set
consists of activities with strong camera motion, clutter, and
deformable objects, such as diving, horse-riding, skating,
swing on bar, and running. As can be seen from the result-
ing recall/precision curves in Figure 3, all methods perform
better on the static videos than on the dynamic ones. The
most significant performance decrease between static and



Eye-gaze [11] [2] [27] [33] [21] DJS EBS EBSL EBSG [25] [18]
AUC 0.61 0.44 0.52 0.48 0.47 0.43 0.64 0.58 0.60 0.66 − −
AUC-box 0.77 0.51 0.52 0.65 0.61 0.54 0.73 0.68 0.70 0.73 − −
NCC 1.00 0.36 0.33 0.33 0.37 0.32 0.43 0.47 0.45 0.47 0.36* 0.46*

Table 1: Average AUC, AUC-box and NCC scores over all UCF Sports videos.* NCC scores for supervised methods trained
on UCF sports published by [25].

dynamic videos can be observed for [33] which is the top-
performing method on the simpler Weizmann experiments.
On the contrary, our EBS versions show almost no degra-
dation when switching from simpler static to more complex
dynamic scenes. Furthermore, we observe a larger gap be-
tween using solely local EBSL and incorporating global in-
formation within EBSG on the dynamic videos. This can
be explained by our optical flow representation which acts
as a kind of global motion compensation when computing
the global motion saliency. In particular, our flow represen-
tation performs favorably compared to [21, 27, 33] which
rely on simple motion magnitude. Overall, all compared
methods benefit from the box prior when evaluating recall
and precision, as it compensates for coarse annotations and
supports sparse saliency maps as generated by [27, 33].

Another interesting point to see is that human eye-gaze
does not perform superior when evaluated against bounding
box annotations, especially considering the simpler static
videos. After having a closer look on the results, it can be
seen that human fixations are focused on faces if the image
resolution is sufficiently high and the image context is less
demanding. On the other hand, for low resolution videos or
rapidly changing actions the fixations are distributed over
the whole person (see Figure 5). This is fully consistent
with previous findings of [13], but questioning the general
applicability of human eye-gaze as supervision for training
activity detectors, as e.g. in [25].

Table 1 summarizes the results over all UCF Sports
videos. As can be seen, our EBS methods perform favor-
ably compared to other video saliency methods and on par
with previously proposed supervised methods trained and
tested on UCF Sports. DJS depicts the results for directly
modeling the joint distribution of color and motion chan-
nels for saliency estimation, as described in Section 3.1.
As this incorporates a 1000-dimensional histogram when
working with 10 bins per color channel, we cannot perform
optimizations like integral histograms as described in Sec-
tion 3.2, therefore leading to inferior run-times, while our
MATLAB implementation of EBS is comparable to other
benchmarked methods and still has potential for optimiza-
tion. The difference between DJS and EBS is the loss of
encoding up to several hundred color values per image with
30 or less encoding vectors. But this loss can be captured
by our adaptive weighting of individual saliency cues within
EBSL and EBSG.
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Figure 3: Average recall-precision plots of various saliency
methods on UCF-sports dataset. Results over static videos
with (a) or without (b) box prior. Results over dynamic
videos (c), (d). The dynamic subset contains much more
challenging videos including moving cameras, cluttered
background and non-rigid object deformations during ac-
tions. See text for further discussion.

4.2. Salient Object Detection

One of the most similar tasks to localizing activities in
videos is salient object detection in still images. Both tasks
have the goal of finding eponymous regions in the data. Al-
tough the focus of our work is on saliency estimation for
activity videos, EBS can easily be applied to standard im-
age saliency tasks by switching off the motion components.
Many models and datasets have been proposed in the im-
age domain (see e.g. [3, 4] for a review). In particular,
we use the ASD dataset [1], which comprises 1000 im-



ages with ground-truth segmentation masks. We benchmark
against recent state-of-the-art approaches, such as FT [1],
HFT [14], BMS [32], Hsal [30], GSGD & GSSP [29], and
RC & HC [5].

A comparison with the state-of-the-art in salient object
segmentation is shown in Figure 4. To utilize the full
potential of our encoding information, we added a post-
processing step which exploits the soft segmentation of the
image by assigning each pixel to a number of encoding
vectors, as described in Section 3.2. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2, encoding vector assignment creates a data dependent
over-segmentation. EBSGR uses this over-segmentation
and propagates high EBSG saliency values within these
segments, leading to less smooth and more object related
saliency map results. More information is given in the sup-
plementary and online1. EBSG and EBSGR perform bet-
ter or equal than approaches without explicit segmentation
steps, i.e. [1, 5, 14]. The top-performers on the other hand
enforce segmentation-consistent results [30] or pose addi-
tional assumptions, e.g. the object must not be connected
to the image border [29, 32]. Both constraints are particu-
larly beneficial for the ASD dataset, but questioned by the
recent analysis in [15]. Therefore, we evaluate the impact
of the latter object-center prior by cropping images of the
ASD dataset such that salient objects are located near the
borders. We compare our EBSG against the top performing
BMS [32] using two cropping levels: First, salient objects
touch the closest image border and second, intersect the
closest border by 5 pixel. As shown in Figure 4c, the ro-
bustness of BMS decreases drastically while EBSG stays
almost constant within the first test and decreases slightly
for severe out of center objects. A visual comparison on ex-
emplar figures can be found in the supplementary material.

Within all experiments we applied 7 local scales between
σi = [ 1

10 , . . . ,
1
2 ] min (width, height) of each individual

test image. Post-processing at each scale level is performed
as described in Section 3.3. We fixed the number of bins
per color channel to 10 and the maximum number of en-
coding vectorsNe to 30 within all experiments, as the aver-
age number of encoding vectors chosen by EBS lies below
30 for both RGB and CIE Lab (see Section 3.2). Finally,
we evaluate the influence of taking RGB or CIE Lab color
spaces. Further, we evaluate the benefit of joint modeling
feature channel probabilities within our EBS compared to
saliency estimation with independent color channel proba-
bilities as previously done by e.g. [21, 31]. Results in Fig-
ure 4d show that increasing the number of maximally avail-
able encoding bins Ne from 30 to 60 does not improve re-
sults because, as mentioned above, the number of encoding
vectors is set to the number of occupied bins responsible for
95% (if this number is smaller than the maximumNe). The
results do not show considerable differences between EBSG

1https://lrs.icg.tugraz.at/

using RGB or Lab color channels. But we see a strong
improvement from applying our methods on distributions
following the independency assumption between channels,
similar to [21] denoted as (independent Rgb, Lab ), to our
approximated joint distributions in EBSG.
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Figure 4: (a) comparison of EBSG and EBSGR (b) to state-
of-the-art in salient object detection on ASD dataset. (c) Re-
sults of top performing BMS decrease drastically if objects
are placed at image borders (see text for more details). (d)
Our EBSG performs favorable compared to independence
assumption for color channels.

5. Conclusion
We proposed a novel saliency detection method inspired

by Gestalt theory. Analyzing the image or video context re-
spectively, we create encoding vectors to approximate the
joint distribution of feature channels. This low-dimensional
representation allows to efficiently estimate local saliency
scores by applying e.g. integral histograms. Implicitly en-
forcing figure-ground segregation on individual scales al-
lows us to preserve salient regions of various sizes. Our ro-
bust reliability measurement allows for dynamically merg-
ing individual saliency maps, leading to excellent results
on challenging video sequences with cluttered background
and camera motion, as well as salient object detection in
images. We believe that further statistical measurements



Figure 5: Exemplar of video saliency results on UCF sports. Top row: Input images with ground-truth annotations. Second
row: Eye-gaze tracking results collected by [18]. From row three to bottom: Our proposed method (EBSG), objectness
detector [2], color saliency[11], video saliency methods [21] and [33]. See text for detailed discussion.

for saliency reliability and incorporation of additional top-
down saliency maps could further augment our approach.
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